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This document is structured as follows:

• Section S1 (page 2) presents the summary of correlations between the peak aggregate demand of
households and COVID-19 case numbers;

• Section S2 (page 3) presents the cross-correlation between the peak aggregate demand of households
and COVID-19 case numbers for different dwelling types;

• Section S3 (page 4) presents the VECM parameters that were used in our study.
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S1 Note 1: Correlations between peak aggregate demand and
COVID-19 case numbers

This section presents the summary of correlations between the peak electricity consumption of 10,246 house-
holds in Singapore and COVID-19 case numbers before, and during the lockdown, i.e., Circuit Breaker. Both
Pearson and Spearman’s correlation coefficients are presented, along with the corresponding p-values.

Table S1: Correlation between peak electricity consumption and daily COVID-19 cases before and during
the Circuit Breaker.

Time Period Pearson Spearman

Correlation coefficient p-value Correlation coefficient p-value

Peak aggregate consumption
and new cases:

Pre-Circuit Breaker (23 Jan 2020
– 6 April 2020)

0.5446 4.3867e-07 0.5864 3.2384e-08

During Circuit Breaker (7 April
2020 – 31 May 2020)

0.2234 0.1011 0.1649 0.2290

Peak aggregate consumption
and recovered cases:

Pre-Circuit Breaker (23 Jan 2020
– 6 April 2020)

0.4517 4.7433e-05 0.4164 2.0235e-04

During Circuit Breaker (7 April
2020 – 31 May 2020)

0.1417 0.3022 0.1438 0.2950

From Table S1, we observe statistically significant (p << 0.05) correlations between the peak residential
electricity consumption and both new and recovered COVID-19 cases in the pre-Circuit Breaker period, but
not during the Circuit Breaker (p > 0.05).
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S2 Note 2: Cross-correlation between peak aggregate demand and
COVID-19 case numbers for different dwelling types

We classify the 10,246 consumers into six dwelling types using statistics from the Energy Market Authority
(EMA) Singapore [1] and the procedure detailed in the Methods section of the main article. The results of
the classification are presented in Fig. 4(a) in the main article.

For the households belonging to each dwelling type, we aggregate their electricity consumption and
calculate the cross-correlation between the peak aggregate demand and daily COVID-19 case numbers. The
results are presented in Fig. S1 below.
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Figure S1: Cross-correlation between the peak aggregate electricity consumption of households grouped by
dwelling type and daily new/recovered COVID-19 cases for the period of 23 January to 31 May 2020.

From this figure, we observe no significant differences in the responses of the households belonging to
different dwelling types.
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S3 Note 3: Vector error correction model parameters

We employ vector error correction models (VECMs) to capture relationships between the households’ peak
aggregate electricity consumption, daily new and recovered COVID-19 case numbers, and two weather com-
ponents. As explained in the Methods section of the main article, the main parameter of the VECM is
the degree of the multivariate autoregressive polynomial composed of the first differences of the time series,
(p − 1), where p is the order of the vector autoregression model representation of the VECM [2]. Another
parameter is the rank of the VECM, which refers to the number of cointegration relations in the input time
series.

Table S2 presents the VECM parameters that minimize the Akaike information criterion (AIC) for the
three time periods considered in Fig. 3 in the main article and listed below for convenience:

1. Period-1 corresponds to the pre-Circuit Breaker period, beginning on 23 January 2020 when the first
positive COVID-19 case was reported in Singapore and ending on 6 April 2020.

2. Period-2 also covers the pre-Circuit Breaker period, beginning on 7 February 2020 when the Gov-
ernment of Singapore elevated the Disease Outbreak Response System Condition (DORSCON) to
Orange—indicating high disease severity and potential community transmission—and ending on 6
April 2020.

3. Period-3 covers the Circuit Breaker period, beginning on 7 April 2020 and ending on 31 May 2020
until which the residential demand data is available to us.

Table S2: VECM parameters.

Period Best p Rank of VECM AIC of best model

1 6 3 3319.8

2 6 3 2583.7

3 6 2 2859.7
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